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Eco-economic efficiency as component of cumulative productivity of agro-industrial production. The concept of the eco-economic efficiency of the enterprises of the agro-industrial complex of Ukraine is defined, by systematization of native and foreign scientific experience theoretical aspects of the issue are considered. It is proved by indissoluble communication of economic and ecological efficiency of agricultural production taking into account ecological priorities to economic interests of agricultural producers in the conditions of the rigid competitive struggle. Action of factors of influence on level of the eco-economic efficiency in agriculture (systems of agriculture, level of fertility of soils, etc.) is analyzed. Tendencies and regularities of dynamics of indicators of environmental management for a row of years are studied and generalized. Questions of calculation of the real eco-economic efficiency are considered. The author's thought of a concept essence "the eco-economic efficiency" agricultural production is formulated; conclusions concerning need of the accounting of ecological factors for development of agrarian production on an intensive, competitive basis are drawn.
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